ABSTRACT Quorum planted (l, d) motif search (qPMS) is a challenging computational problem in bioinformatics, mainly for the identification of regulatory elements such as transcription factor binding sites in DNA sequences. Large DNA datasets play an important role in identifying high-quality (l, d) motifs, while most existing qPMS algorithms are too time-consuming to complete the calculation of qPMS in a reasonable time. We propose an approximate qPMS algorithm called APMS to deal with large DNA datasets mainly by accelerating neighboring substring search and filtering redundant substrings. Experimental results on them show that APMS can not only identify the implanted (l, d) motifs, but also run orders of magnitude faster than the state-of-the-art qPMS algorithms. The source code of APMS and the python wrapper for the code are freely available at https://github.com/qyu071/apms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Transcription factors bind with specific sites in DNA sequences to initiate gene transcription and to control the transcription efficiency of genes. These sites, typically from 5 to 20 base pairs (bps) in length, are called transcription factor binding sites (TFBSs). Locating TFBSs is of great significance for the research on gene expression regulation [1] and disease-causing variants detection [2] .
Quorum planted (l, d) motif search (qPMS) [3] , [4] is one of the well-known problem descriptions of locating TFBSs in DNA sequences. For a particular transcription factor (TF), there may be multiple TFBSs in DNA sequences. These TFBSs are usually similar to each other and share the same sequence pattern called a DNA motif. Each of these TFBSs can be regarded as a motif instance, that is, a conservation occurrence of the motif in DNA sequences. Based on the information above, the qPMS problem is defined as follows. Given a set of tn-length DNA sequences D = {s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s t } and three parameters l, d and q satisfying 0 < l < n, 0 ≤ d < l and 0 < q ≤ 1, the task is to find a (l, d) motif m, an l-length string that occurs in at least qt input sequences with up to d mismatches.
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qPMS is a challenging computational problem. First, finding all the (l, d) motifs present in D, i.e., solving qPMS exactly, is NP-complete [5] . Second, the input of the current motif discovery is large DNA datasets generated by nextgeneration sequencing [6] , which increases the computational challenge. For example, the ChIP-seq technique [7] , a combination of chromatin immunoprecipitation with highthroughput sequencing, allows us to locate TFBSs at genome level, but it generates thousands of or even more sequences containing the binding sites of a certain ChIP-ed motif.
Over the past 10+ years, many qPMS algorithms have been proposed [8] - [10] . Exact qPMS algorithms are always capable of finding the optimum (l, d) motif through brute-force search, but they are time-consuming especially when dealing with large datasets. Sample-pattern-driven exact algorithms, such as PMSprune [4] , StemFinder [11] , qPMS7 [12] , TravStrR [13] , PMS8 [14] and qPMS9 [15] , usually contain sample-driven phase and pattern-driven phase. In the sampledriven phase, these algorithms adopt some selected reference sequences as constraints to generate as few candidate motifs as possible. In the pattern-driven phase, they verify whether each candidate motif is a (l, d) motif. Such exact algorithms outperform other exact algorithms when processing small datasets, but they cannot process large datasets due to the generation of too many candidate motifs. The suffix treebased exact algorithms, such as Weeder [16] , RISOTTO [17] VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ and FMotif [18] , search all candidate motifs on a pattern tree and speed up the verification of candidate motifs by using the suffix tree indexes of the input sequences. Algorithms of this kind can efficiently solve the problem instances of small l and d on large datasets, but they fail to efficiently solve the problem instances of large l and d, even for small datasets. Approximate qPMS algorithms aim to identify the optimum or near optimum motif. They usually adopt an optimization method, such as expectation maximization [19] , Gibbs sampling [20] and genetic algorithm [21] , [22] , to refine a group of initial motifs. In these algorithms, MEME-ChIP [19] , which is based on expectation maximization, emerges as one of the most famous motif discovery algorithms. Such algorithms have good time performance in processing small datasets. However, as both the number of initial motifs and the computational complexity of refining one initial motif increase with the dataset size, the total running time of such algorithms grows rapidly with the increment.
The recent years have witnessed the proposal of some motif discovery algorithms based on new strategies aimed at efficiently processing large datasets. PairMotifChIP [23] discovers motifs by mining and merging pairs of similar substrings in the input sequences. It spends a large portion of running time on the former operation, which shows quadratic growth as the dataset size increases. Some algorithms, such as the web version of MEME-ChIP [19] and MICSA [24] , randomly select a portion of the entire dataset (e.g., 600 input sequences) to discover motifs, which may result in the loss of infrequent motifs. qPMS10 [25] and SamSelect [26] are specialized algorithms for selecting sample sequences. They select some sample sequences and then perform motif discovery on the selected sample sequences by running the existing qPMS algorithms. However, the running time required for processing challenging problem instances is still relatively long.
In summary, there is still significant room for improvement in the time performance of solving qPMS on large DNA datasets. For the traditional pattern-driven qPMS algorithms, they utilize a portion of sequences (i.e., reference sequences) to generate candidate motifs that cover the (l, d) motifs, but the inefficient utilization of the entire dataset results in too many redundant candidate motifs, leading to a considerable amount of unnecessary candidate motif verifications. In this paper, we employ the entire dataset to generate some highquality initial motifs (hereinafter referred to as seeds) and design new pattern-driven methods for efficient refinement of the seeds. In addition, considering that multiple seeds may correspond to the same motif, we design a method to filter redundant seeds with an aim to reduce unnecessary calculations. Based on these preconditions, we propose an approximate qPMS algorithm called AMPS. APMS can not only identify the implanted (l, d) motifs in large DNA datasets, but also run orders of magnitude faster than the compared algorithms. denotes a substring of a string s from the jth position to the j'th position. An l-mer denotes an l-length string. x ∈ l y denotes that a string x is an l-length substring of a string y. In other words, x is an l-mer in a string y. d H (x, y) denotes the Hamming distance between two strings x and y of equal length. |x| denotes the length of a string x, the size of a set x or the number of columns in an alignment x of a set of strings. For two strings y and s satisfying |y| < |s|, dis(y, s) denotes the distance between y and s, which is the minimum Hamming distance between the strings y and z for z ∈ |y| s. The d-neighbors of an l-mer x is the l-mers with Hamming distance less than or equal to d from x, represented as {y :
II. METHODS
The process and basic ideas of APMS are described below: a) Extract high-frequency substrings of some length k from the dataset and store them in a set A. This step is the preparation for the generation of seeds. For a large DNA dataset D, there may be a common k-length substring x of some instances of a specific motif, so that the frequency of x in D is usually higher than that of a random k-mer in D. Thus, a set of high-frequency k-mers may contain some substrings of motif instances with high probability. We need to elaborately determine the value of k and the high-frequency threshold.
b) Generate a seed m' by the k-mer x with the highest frequency in A. We define the instances of x as the substrings of length 2l -k in D derived by extending the occurrences of x in D to both the left and to the right for l − k characters separately. Suppose that x is a common substring of some instances of a motif m. Then some instances of x will cover the motif instances of m. Therefore, the basic idea for seed generation is to select the l-length fragment with the largest information content from the alignment of the instances of x, and take the consensus sequence of this fragment as the seed m' generated by x. Steps of extracting high-frequency substrings, generating seeds, refining seeds and filtering redundant substrings are described in detail below.
B. EXTRACTING HIGH-FREQUENCY SUBSTRINGS
First, probability analysis is employed to determine a suitable value of k, so that we can better distinguish the k-mers in background sequences from that in motif instances. Let f r (k) denote the expectation of the frequency of an arbitrary background k-mer occurring in D. Let f m (k) denote the expectation of the frequency of an arbitrary k-mer in an arbitrary motif instance occurring in D. The greater the ratio of f m (k) to f r (k), the more distinguishable the k-mers in background sequences from that in motif instances. Therefore, we use (1) to determine the value of k, where k min represents the minimum value of k and ε is a factor to deal with the situation where f r (k) is less than 1. According to empirical studies, k min and ε are set to 5 and 1, respectively.
The way of how to calculate f r (k) and f m (k) is introduced. f r (k) can be calculated by (2) . For a k-mer x 1 at an arbitrary initial position in an arbitrary motif instance m 1 and a kmer x 2 in an arbitrary motif instance m 2 at the same initial position as x 1 , let p k denotes the probability that x 1 is equal to x 2 . With p k , f m (k) can be calculated by (3), which indicates the total frequency of an arbitrary k-mer in an arbitrary motif instance occurring in the background sequences and the motif instances.
The way of how to calculate p k is further elaborated. According to the Theorem of Total Probability, p k can be derived from (4) . Suppose that the motif is m. Pr i and Pr j represent the probability of
respectively. Pr i and Pr j can be calculated by (5) [23] , where g(0 ≤ g ≤ 1) denotes the conservation parameter. p ij represents the probability that x 1 is equal to x 2 under the condition that d H (m, m 1 ) = i and d H (m, m 2 ) = j. As shown in (6), p ij accumulates the product multiplied by three factors when a takes value ranging from 0 to min{i, j}. The first factor represents the probability that there are a mutations in an arbitrary k-mer x 1 in m 1 . Let x 2 denote the k-mer in m 2 at the same initial position as x 1 . The second factor represents the probability that the mutated positions in x 2 are the same with that in x 1 . The third factor represents the probability that the base at each mutated position is identical for x 1 and x 2 under the condition that the mutated positions in x 2 are the same with that in x 1 .
When the value of k is determined, the following method is adopted to store the occurrence frequency of all k-mers in D in an array F of size 4 k . First, we initialize each element in F to 0. Then, we traverse all the k-mers in D. For each k-mer x in D, we increase F[stn(x)] by 1, where stn(x) denotes an integer ranging from 0 to 4 k -1 converted from a k-mer x by encoding the characters A, C, G, and T in x as the binary numbers 00, 01, 10, and 11, respectively.
Finally, we take the k-mers with frequency greater than or equal to a threshold ϕ as high-frequency k-mers and store them in the set A. With the following aspects taken into consideration, we employ (7) to derive the value of ϕ. As mentioned above, f m (k) represents the expectation of the frequency of an arbitrary k-mer in an arbitrary motif instance occurring in D. If ϕ is directly set to f m (k), then we will obtain multiple high-frequency k-mers corresponding to a specific motif. In fact, only one high-frequency k-mer corresponding to a specific motif is required for seed generation. Therefore, we introduce a variable proportional to t to avoid obtaining too many redundant high-frequency k-mers.
We describe the overall process of extracting high-frequency substrings in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 ExtractHighFrequencySubstring(D, l, d, q)
Input: the input dataset D and the parameters l, d and q Output: a set A of high-frequency substrings 1: determine the substring length k by (1) 2: determine the high-frequency threshold ϕ by (7) 3: F ← an array of 4 k zero 4: A ← empty 5:
Given a k-mer x in the set A, Algorithm 2 describes the process of generating seeds, including the following three steps.
The first step (lines 2 to 4) is to obtain the instances of x in D and store them in a set I (x). As we do not know the initial . By doing so, we expect that an instance of x in D can cover a motif instance. For the convenience of the alignment operation in the third step, we ignore such occurrences of x in D that cannot be extended to the instances of length 2l -k because the number of characters on the left or right is less than l-k.
The second step (lines 5 to 8) is to filter out randomly overexpressed instances in I (x). If an instance y of x in D does not contain a motif instance, that is, y is composed entirely of background bases, we call y a randomly overexpressed instance. The k-mers in a randomly overexpressed instance except for x normally do not have a relatively high frequency. The randomly overexpressed instances affect the quality of seeds by reducing the information content of the columns in the seeds but not in x. We employ (8) to evaluate the score score i (y) of an instance y, representing the maximum frequency of the k-mer in y with up to k -3 overlapped bases with x. We do not consider the k-mers adjacent to x in y because their frequency may be affected by x. The smaller the score of an instance y, the more likely y is to be randomly overexpressed. As f r (k) indicates the expectation of the frequency of an arbitrary background k-mer occurring in D, we filter out f r (k) instances of the lowest score from I (x).
The third step (lines 9 to 15) is to generate a seed using the remaining instances in I (x). These instances can form an alignment of length 2l-k. In this alignment, the part corresponding to the motif is l continuous columns and the information content of these columns is generally higher than that of other columns. Let r(align [i] ) represent the information content of the ith column in an alignment align. The method for computing r(align [i] ) can be found in literature [27] . We repeatedly remove columns in the alignment with small information content on both sides until we obtain an l-length alignment, and then take the consensus sequence of this l-length alignment as the generated seed.
D. REFINING SEEDS
Given a seed m', it is too time-consuming for the refinement of m' by exhaustively searching the d-neighbors of m'. In order to deal with this problem, we design a heuristic search method.
As shown in Fig. 1 layer. We adopt (9), the score of consensus sequence under the qPMS model, to evaluate the score of each node y in the tree. As described in (10), D'(y) is a set of qt sequences selected from D to calculate the score of y. Generally, the score of a node corresponding to an intermediate motif is higher than that of other nodes; moreover, the closer it is to m, the higher the score of the intermediate motif.
Based on these considerations, we search the tree layer by layer from the root node. First, we determine whether the root node is a (l, d) motif and take the child nodes of the root node as the extended nodes in the first layer. Then, for the ith layer (0 < i < d), we determine whether each extended node in this layer is a (l, d) motif, select some extended nodes with high score in this layer as potential intermediate motifs, and take the child nodes of these selected nodes as the extended nodes in the i + 1th layer. Let N mm (i) denote the number of selected nodes in the ith (0 < i < d) layer. To avoid losing intermediate motifs, we utilize (11) to calculate N mm (i), indicating the number of intermediate motifs in the ith layer multiplied by a security factor α (α ≥ 1). In the implementation of APMS, we set α to 2 empirically. Finally, for the dth layer, we determine whether each extended node in this layer is a (l, d) motif. In this searching process, if more than one (l, d) motif is obtained, we output the one with the highest score and give its P-value [28] , [29] .
Algorithm 3 describes the process of refining a seed. We employ a minimum priority queue MinPQ to store N mm (i) selected nodes in the ith layer. It is important to note that, the calculation of the score of a node (i.e., a d-neighbor) by (9) can be simultaneously used to determine whether this node is a (l, d) motif.
In addition, in the implementation of Algorithm 3, we speed up the calculation of the score of a d-neighbor y of the seed m' (i.e., the calculation of verifying whether y is a (l, d) motif). The key is how to quickly calculate dis(y,s i ) for each sequence s i (1 ≤ i ≤ t) in D. We sort l-mers z in s i in an ascending order according to d H (m', z) and store these l-mers in an array C i . Given a position j
, and then dis(y, s i ) = dis(y, C i ). We have the following three observations. Observation 1. Given a seed m' and C i , for any position j and j' satisfying 1 for each child node node' of node do 10:
if node' is a (l, d) motif and score n (node') > score then 11:
m ← node', score← score n (node') 12:
MinPQ' ← MinPQ'+ node ' 13: if |MinPQ'| > N mm (i+ 1) then 14:
dequeue a node from MinPQ' Input: a motif m, a set A of high-frequency k-mers Output: a set A of high-frequency k-mers after filtering 1:
A ← A -m' 8: break 9: return A (k min ≤ k' < k) overlap between x and some instances of m. k min is set to 5 according to Section II.B.
Here is the formalized definition of redundant k-mers. Let e(k) represent the expectation of the Hamming distance between a k-mer x 1 at an arbitrary initial position in an arbitrary motif instance and a k-mer x 2 in the motif at the same initial position as x 1 . Let pf(x, k') and sf(x, k') represent the k'-length prefix and k'-length suffix of a string x, respectively. For a given motif m, a k-mer x in A that meets the following requirements is regarded as a redundant k-mer:
e(k) is calculated by (12) . First, e(l) can be calculated based on the Theorem of Total Probability. Second, for any mismatch between a motif instance and the associated motif, suppose that this mismatch occurs randomly at one of the l positions, and then e(k) is equal to e(l) multiplied by k/ l.
Algorithm 5 describes the process of filtering out redundant k-mers in A for an obtained motif m.
F. OVERALL ALGORITHM AND ANALYSIS
Algorithm 6 describes the overall process of APMS. ≤ d) layer of the tree need to be verified. Therefore, we derive the following T APMS , from which a conclusion can be drawn that the time complexity of APMS is linearly proportional to the number of input sequences.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. RESULTS ON SIMULATED DATA
The experiments on simulated data are mainly to test the efficiency of APMS by comparing the running time of APMS with that of existing algorithms, and to validate whether APMS can identify the implanted motif. We use mPC, the performance coefficient at motif level, to measure the similarity between the predicted (l, d) motif m p and the implanted (l, d) motif m k , where len overlap (m p , m k ) represents the length of the overlapped part of m p and m k . We generate the simulated data as follows [3] , [4] : randomly generate an l-length motif m and a dataset D of t n-length DNA sequences; then, randomly select qt sequences from D; for each selected sequence s, implant a random instance m' of m at a random position j (1 ≤ j < |s| -l+ 1) of s. We generate a random instance of m as follows [23] : randomly select d positions from m, and then, for each selected position j, vary m[j] to a different character with probability g.
In order to carry out a comprehensive testing, three groups of simulated datasets are generated by controlling values of t, n, l, d, q and g. The first group of simulated datasets corresponds to the data with different (l, d) motifs obtained by fixing t = 3000, n = 200, q = 0.5 and g = 0.5 and varying (l, d) from (9, 2) to (21, 8) . The second group of simulated datasets corresponds to the data with different motif signal strength obtained by fixing t = 3000, n = 200 and (l, d) = (15,5) and taking q / g as 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8. The third group of simulated datasets corresponds to the data at different scales obtained by fixing n = 200, (l, d) = (15, 5), q = 0.5 and g = 0.5 and varying t from 3000 to 30000.
The compared algorithms include FMotif [18] , PairMotifChIP [23] , GADEM [22] and MEME-ChIP [19] . FMotif is the most efficient exact qPMS algorithm for processing large DNA datasets; PairMotifChIP is an approximate qPMS algorithm proposed recently with an ability to handle large DNA datasets; GADEM is designed for motif discovery on large DNA datasets by combining a genetic algorithm and an EM algorithm; MEME-ChIP is one of the most famous motif discovery algorithms. All these algorithms are implemented in C/C++. We execute them on an environment with a single 2.7GHz CPU and a 12GB memory. For each setting of t, n, (l, d), q and g, we randomly generate three datasets and take the average of the results on the three datasets as the reported result.
We show the results on the first, second and third groups of simulated datasets in Tables 1, 2 and 3, respectively. As FMotif is limited to perform a maximum number of 3000 sequences, it is absent from the comparison on the third group of datasets. Since the value of the reported mPC is 1.0 on each dataset, all these algorithms are able to identify the implanted motifs exactly. The main reason for this phenomenon is that the large datasets contain quite sufficient motif information, even when the signal strength of the motif is relatively weak (q is small while g is large) as shown in Table 2 . However, some compared algorithms (FMotif and MEME-ChIP) fail to make predictions on some datasets because their running time exceeds 48 hours. Therefore, the running time is regarded as a critical factor in evaluating algorithms for motif discovery on large DNA datasets.
We compare the running time of these algorithms as follows. On the whole, APMS can complete the calculation in the shortest time on all these datasets, and it is orders of magnitude faster than the compared algorithms. It just takes two minutes even when processing the largest dataset (30000 sequences). In processing 3000 sequences, APMS is 15 times faster or even more than PairMotifChIP, and is much faster than FMotif, GADEM and MEME-ChIP. More importantly, in processing 6000 or more sequences, the advantage of APMS increases with the increase of the number of sequences. As shown in Fig. 2 , the running time of APMS shows linear growth, which is consistent with the time complexity of APMS, while the running time of PairMotifChIP and MEME-ChIP shows approximately quadratic growth as the number of sequences increases. Although the running time of GADEM also shows linear growth, it is already relatively long (close to 3 hours) in processing 6000 sequences.
In addition, we can analyze how the performance of these algorithms is affected by the parameters t, l, d and q from the experimental results. For PairMotifChIP, GADEM and MEME-ChIP, their running time is mainly affected by the number of sequences t. APMS is slightly affected by (l, d) besides the influence of t. Specifically, as shown in Table 1 , the running time of APMS increases with the increase of (l, d). The reason for this phenomenon is that, as (l, d) grows, more d-neighbors need to be verified in the refinement process of APMS. FMotif is heavily affected by (l, d), as the number of candidate motifs of FMotif shows exponential growth with the increase of (l, d). FMotif is also affected by q. As q decreases, FMotif requires longer running time because the pruning effect during the searching process is weakened.
APMS is an approximate qPMS algorithm. Since it only records the detected (l, d) motif with the maximum score in refining each seed and performs filtration of redundant seeds, it usually just reports one (l, d) motif with high score for the simulated data. It should be noted that, the (l, d) motif reported by APMS is usually the desired motif, i.e., the implanted (l, d) motif. Although exact qPMS algorithms can report all (l, d) motifs present in the dataset, most of these reported motifs are redundant. For example, for the first tested dataset under the (9, 2) problem instance in Table 1 
B. RESULTS ON REAL DATA
Experiments on real data are mainly used to verify the validity of APMS, that is, to verify whether APMS can efficiently identify motifs in real biological data. We use the mouse embryonic stem cell (mESC) ChIP-seq data [30] as the first group of real datasets, which are widely used for the verification of the validity of motif discovery algorithms. The mESC data contain 12 datasets, each of which is named after the ChIP-ed TF. Moreover, we collect 149 ChIP-seq datasets of the human species from the ENCODE database [31] as the second group of real datasets. Each of these collected dataset contains a TF-binding motif documented in JASPAR database [32] . In the experiments, the first 3000 sequences of each dataset are taken as the input. We run APMS on different datasets by using uniform parameter settings, that is, (l, d) = (13, 4) , q = 0.3 and g = 0.5. Fig. 3 shows the experimental results of APMS on the first group of real datasets. For each dataset, we have shown the running time of APMS, the published motif (the one on top) and the predicted motif (the one below) in the form of the sequence logo [27] . First, by comparing the predicted motifs with the published motifs, we find that APMS can identify the motifs similar to real motifs on all these datasets. Second, the running time on all these datasets is within 6 minutes. Table 4 shows the experimental results of APMS on the second group of real datasets. These datasets cover seven cell lines. For each cell line, we have shown the number of collected datasets, the number of datasets with the real motif found and the average running time. More detailed results of APMS for each dataset (including the running time, the predicted motif in the form of both the sequence logo and PWM, and the published motif in the form of both the sequence logo and PWM) are included in detailedResults document at https://github.com/qyu071/apms. APMS can find real motifs on the majority of the datasets for each cell line and on the 83.9% of all these 149 datasets. The average running time of APMS is still within 6 minutes. Moreover, we take GADME as a reference algorithm and run it by using default parameter settings. Compared with GADEM, APMS can not only find real motifs on more datasets, but also requires much less time. In summary, APMS can effectively and efficiently process large datasets in reality.
IV. CONCLUSION
In order to efficiently solve the planted motif search on large DNA datasets, we propose an approximate qPMS algorithm called APMS by designing new methods for generating seeds, refining seeds and filtering redundant seeds. The running time of the proposed algorithm shows linear growth with the increase of the data scale. Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm can not only successfully find the implanted or real motifs, but also run much faster than the compared algorithms. The source code of APMS, the python wrapper for the code and the test data are available for download at https://github.com/qyu071/apms. The limitations of APMS are that the type of motifs it can search is the (l, d) motifs and the parameters l, d and q need to be provided.
